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Backbone.js CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		For JavaScript developers the Backbone.js framework is full of potential. This book, with its accessible recipes, allows you to get to grips with building modern frontend web applications, quickly and easily.

	
		Overview

		
			Easy-to-follow recipes to build dynamic web applications
	...
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Backbone.js Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Improve your Backbone.js skills with this step-by-step guide to patterns and best practice. It will help you reduce boilerplate in your code and provide plenty of open source plugin solutions to common problems along the way.


	Overview

	
		Offers solutions to common Backbone.js related problems that most...
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OpenCV Computer Vision with PythonPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book will show you how to use OpenCVs Python bindings to capture video, manipulate images, and track objects with either a normal webcam or a specialized depth sensor, such as the Microsoft Kinect. OpenCV is an open source, cross-platform libran' that provides building blocks for computer vision experiments and applications. It...
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Artificial Intelligence in Wireless Communications (Mobile Communications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	This cutting-edge resource offers practical overview of cognitive radio - a paradigm for wireless communications in which a network or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters. The alteration of parameters is based on the active monitoring of several factors in the external and internal radio environment. This book...
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Distributed Services with Go: Your Guide to Reliable, Scalable, and Maintainable SystemsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2021

	
		
			This is the book for Gophers who want to learn how to build distributed systems. You know the basics of Go and are eager to put your knowledge to work. Build distributed services that are highly available, resilient, and scalable. This book is just what you need to apply Go to real-world situations. Level up your...
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Practical Maya Programming with PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	Unleash the power of Python in Maya and unlock your creativity


	About This Book

	
		Create and customize UIs using standard tools and libraries
	
		Understand how Maya can leverage advanced Python features
	
		Make your tools, and Maya itself, fully automatable



	Who...
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Functional Group Chemistry (Tutorial Chemistry Texts)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2001

	Functional Group Chemistry presents the chemistry of functional groups with an emphasis on patterns of reactivity, the consequences of the relative electronegativity of the atoms that constitute functional groups, the role of lone pairs and the stereochemistry of reactions at a particular group. The material is presented in four chapters. The...
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Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review 2015 Study Guide (January): Financial Accounting and Reporting (Wiley Cpa Exam Review)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The world's most effective CPA exam prep system – Financial Accounting and Reporting module


	Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review is the world's most trusted study guide for the Certified Public Accountant's exam – complete, comprehensive, and updated to align with the latest exam content. With 2,800...
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Chemistry Workbook For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2008
When you’re fixed in the thickets of stoichiometry or bogged down by buffered solutions, you’ve got little use for rapturous poetry about the atomic splendor of the universe. What you need is a little practical assistance. Subject by subject, problem by problem, this book extends a helping hand to pull you out of the thickets and...
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C by Dissection: The Essentials of C ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995

	This significantly revised edition has been carefully designed to meet the needs of readers new to C. The reader moves easily through the fundamentals of C and on to its latest applications by means of a time-tested explanatory tool called dissection, first developed by the authors in 1984. Dissection, a pedagogical method similar to a...
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Microelectronic Circuits (Oxford Series in Electrical & Computer Engineering)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Microelectronic Circuits, Sixth Edition, by Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith

	

	This market-leading textbook continues its standard of excellence and innovation built on the solid pedagogical foundation that instructors expect from Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith. All material in...
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CSS MasteryApress, 2016

	Fully updated to the latest CSS modules, make the journey to CSS mastery as simple and painless as possible. This book dives into advanced aspects of CSS-based design, such as responsive design, modular CSS, and CSS typography. Through a series of easy-to-follow tutorials, you will learn practical CSS techniques you can immediately start...
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